Hidden sectors with light extra U(1) gauge bosons, so-called hidden photons, recently received much interest as natural feature of beyond standard model scenarios like string theory and SUSY and because of their possible connection to dark matter. This paper presents limits on hidden photons from past electron beam dump experiments including two new limits from experiments at KEK and Orsay. Additionally, various hidden sector models containing both a hidden photon and a dark matter candidate are discussed with respect to their viability and potential signatures in direct detection.
Introduction
Gauge bosons of an extra U(1) symmetry in a hidden sector, so-called hidden photons, are well motivated since they arise naturally in string compactifications like the heterotic string or type-II string theories. Since the standard model (SM) is not charged under this new gauge group, there is no direct coupling and the interactions with the visible sector, and consequently the experimental constraints, are very weak. The hidden photon is additionally of great interest as it provides a solution to the discrepancy between the SM prediction of the muon anomalous magnetic moment and its experimentally measured value [1] . Furthermore, models containing in the hidden sector a dark matter (DM) candidate which interacts with the visible sector via a light hidden photon have attracted much attention in the context of recent astrophysical observations [2, 3] .
At low energies, the dominant interaction of the hidden photon γ with the visible sector is through kinetic mixing with the ordinary photon. This can, for example, be generated from loops of heavy particles charged under both U(1)s [4] . Integrating out those particles gives as an estimate for the size of the kinetic mixing the order of a loop factor O(10 −3 − 10 −4 ). We then impose the following relation between the hidden gauge coupling g h and the kinetic mixing
where κ is ∼ O(1) and depends on the masses of the particles in the loop. For the most simple hidden sector with just an extra U(1) symmetry and the corresponding hidden photon γ , the low energy effective Lagrangian describing the kinetic mixing with the photon is then given by
where F µν is the field strength of the ordinary electromagnetic field A µ and X µν is the field strength of the hidden U(1) gauge field X µ . A mass m γ for the hidden photon can be generated either from the Higgs mechanism or from the Stückelberg mechanism. In both cases, masses around the GeVscale can be obtained naturally but much smaller values are also possible [5] . Masses in the GeV range can be tested and constrained especially by electron beam dump experiments. This has been studied in [6] for past beam dump experiments at SLAC and Fermilab and further in [7] by taking into account the experimental acceptancies and two additional experiments at KEK and in Orsay. An overview of all current experimental constraints on the hidden photon for the MeV to GeV mass range is given in [7, 8] .
In general, the hidden sector can contain not only gauge but also matter fields. The attractive possibility of DM in the hidden sector interacting via a hidden photon has been studied in various models for different ranges of DM and hidden photon masses, in particular, GeV-scale dark forces [2, 3, 9, 10] but also massless U(1)s [11] .
This paper summarizes the current status of limits on hidden photons from electron beam dump experiments in Sec. 2, based on the results presented in [7] . In Sec. 3, a toy-model as well as several supersymmetric models for DM interacting via a hidden photon are discussed regarding the DM relic density and signatures in direct detection experiments, following the analysis of [9] .
Hidden photons in electron beam dump experiments
Hidden photons are produced in a process similar to ordinary Bremsstrahlung off an electron beam incident on a target. They are emitted at a small angle in forward direction and carry most of the beam energy, cf. Fig. 1 (left) . Due to their feeble interaction with SM particles they can traverse the dump and be observed in the detector through their decay into fermions, e.g., into e + e − .
The production cross section of hidden photons is roughly given by
where x e = E γ /E e is the fraction of the incoming electron's energy E e carried by the hidden photon, m e is the electron mass and ξ(E e , m γ , Z, A) is an effective flux of photons that takes into account atomic and nuclear form factors and is approximately proportional ξ ∼ Z 2 for the mass range of interest.
For the thick target experiments under consideration, the number of hidden photon events observable via the decay products can be estimated as
where N e is the number of the incident electrons, N 0 is Avogadro's number, X 0 is the unit radiation length of the target material, L sh and L dec are the lengths of the target plus shield and of the decay region, respectively, and BR ll is the branching ratio of those decay products that the detector is sensitive to, i.e., e + e − , µ + µ − or both. The energy distribution I e (E 0 , E e , t) describes that the initial energy E 0 of the electrons in the beam is degraded as they pass through the target. Detailed calculations and expressions are given in [6, 7] . GeV and a total of 3200 hidden photons produced. right: Limits on hidden photons from electron beam dump experiments at SLAC (E141, E137), Fermilab (E774), KEK and in Orsay [7] .
With the partial decay width into leptons given by [1] 
the decay length l γ = γβcτ γ can be estimated as
For large values of χ and/or m γ this is much shorter than the minimum length of the dump required to suppress the SM background, so that electron beam dump experiments can not access the corresponding region in the parameter space.
In an earlier analysis [6] , limits from the E141 and E137 experiments at SLAC and the Fermilab E774 experiment have been determined. We extended their analysis by two more experiments at KEK in Japan [12] and at the Orsay Linac in France [13] . Additionally, in order to derive constraints from Eq. (4), we included the acceptances for the different experiments, taking into account the geometry of the detector and possible energy cuts. For this purpose, we compared the experimental specifications with the events obtained from Monte Carlo simulations with MadGraph for the hidden photon production in Bremsstrahlung followed by the decay, see [7] for details. The limits we obtain for all five electron beam dump experiments are presented in Fig. 1  (right) . A comparison with others constraints is given in [7, 8] . An overview of future searches that can further probe the parameter space is presented in [14] .
Hidden sectors with dark matter interacting via hidden photons
In this section we consider the possibility that the hidden sector also contains DM in addition to the hidden photon. We first discuss the resulting DM relic density and direct detection cross sections in a toy-model and then turn to a more complete supersymmetric realization. The results of this section have been presented in detail in [9] .
Toy-model: Dirac fermion as dark matter candidate
The simplest possible hidden sector assumed in the following contains despite the hidden photon just one Dirac fermion as DM candidate, cf. [3] for similar models. Applying the relation given in Eq. (1) we fix the hidden sector gauge coupling as a function of the kinetic mixing χ and determine the DM relic abundance and direct detection rate for fixed κ. Depending on the masses of both particles the DM annihilation can proceed either in a s-channel diagram through the hidden photon into SM particles or in a t-channel diagram into two hidden photons. While the former is present for the entire mass range and resonant at m γ = 2m DM , the latter is accessible (and dominant) only for m DM > m γ . For a DM mass of 6 GeV and κ = 0.1, we find that in the dark green band in Fig. 2 (left) the correct relic abundance can be obtained while in the light green area the contribution to the total DM density is only subdominant. Increasing κ pushes the dark green horizontal band upwards to higher values of χ, while it moves down to smaller χ when κ is decreased. The appearance of the resonance at 12 GeV results from the s-channel annihilation. The spin-independent scattering on nuclei is also mediated by the hidden photon and turns out to give cross sections compatible with the ones required to explain the CoGeNT signal for a Standard Halo Model. This is shown in Fig. 2 (left) as a purple band (90% CL lighter, 99% CL darker purple) in which the cross sections for subdominant DM have been rescaled by the actual relic abundance. For a DM mass as light as 6 GeV, there are no constraints from CDMS or XENON. The areas in grey are excluded by the electron beam dump experiments discussed in Sec. 2 and various other constraints summarized in [7, 8] .
Scanning over the DM mass as a free parameter and keeping κ fixed to κ = 1 leads to the scatter plots in Fig. 2 (right) where the upper one is for a Standard Halo Model and the lower one for an Einasto profile. In both plots, Hidden sector toy-model with Dirac fermion as DM candidate [9] . left: Viable DM relic abundance (dark green within the WMAP range, light green for subdominant DM) and region where the direct detection rate can explain CoGeNT (purple) for m DM = 6 GeV, κ = 0.1. Grey areas are excluded by the beam dump experiments of Fig. 1 (right) and other limits cf. [7, 8] . right: Scatter plot scanning over the DM mass for the Standard Halo Model (top) and an Einasto profile (bottom) for κ = 1. Purple regions are compatible with CoGeNT, red with DAMA, blue with both. DM in the dark green regions gives the correct relic abundance and in the light green ones a subdominant contribution. The resulting spin-independent scattering cross sections are in agreement with CoGeNT in the purple areas, with DAMA in the red ones and with both experiments in the blue ones (all points shown are in agreement with all other DD limits). For more details and other results please refer to [9] . Thus, for a wide range of parameters, the toy-model provides a Dirac fermion as valid DM candidate with the possibility of explaining certain direct detection claims.
Supersymmetric model: Majorana and Dirac fermion dark matter
Embedding the idea of a hidden sector with DM into a more sophisticated and better motivated framework, we construct the simplest anomaly-free supersymmetric model which is possible without adding dimensionful supersymmetric quantities. The corresponding superpotential W ⊃ λ S SH + H − contains one dimensionless coupling λ S and three chiral superfields S, H + , H − where H + and H − are charged under the hidden U(1). In the entire analysis, we assume the MSSM in the visible sector, but our results are largely independent of this choice. We consider two mechanisms by which the hidden gauge symmetry is broken and show their different implications on the DM phenomenology.
In the first case, the effective Fayet-Iliopoulos term, which is induced in the hidden sector through kinetic mixing with the visible Higgs D-term, breaks the hidden gauge symmetry. We find that then the DM candidate can be either a Dirac or a Majorana fermion. As in the previous subsection, the Dirac fermion possesses spin-independent scattering on nuclei and thus exhibits a similar phenomenology as the toy-model. This is shown in the scatter plot of Fig. 3 (left) where we scanned both over the DM mass and the parameter κ in the range 0.1 ≤ κ ≤ 10. Again, the dark green points give the correct relic abundance and for those in purple the direct detection rate is consistent with CoGeNT when a Standard Halo Model is assumed. The plot only contains points for which the scattering cross section is in agreement with constraints from direct detection experiments. In difference to the toy-model, the lower part of the scatter plot can not be filled since the DM particle can not be heavier than the hidden photon and therefore the t-channel annihilation is not possible. The Majorana fermion, on the other hand, due to its axial coupling, possesses mostly spin-dependent scattering which is less constrained by direct detection experiments. Spin-independent scattering is possible also for the Majorana fermion thanks to the Higgs-portal term, but the cross sections are tiny, several orders of magnitude below current limits and without any hope of explaining direct detection claims. 10 [9] . The scattering of the Dirac fermion DM candidate in the left plot is spin-independent while the one of the Majorana fermion in the right plot is mostly spin-dependent. Dark green points give the correct DM relic abundance, light green ones a subdominant contribution and purple ones have spin-independent scattering cross sections in agreement with CoGeNT.
In the second case, the running of the Yukawa coupling λ S induces the breaking of the hidden gauge symmetry. The DM candidate turns out to be a Majorana fermion which again, because of its mostly spin-dependent scattering, can not account for the claims in spin-independent direct detection experiments. Scanning over the parameter space and κ in the range 0.1 ≤ κ ≤ 10 we find points that can give the correct relic abundance or a subdominant contribution as shown in the scatter plot in Fig. 3 (right) in dark and light green, respectively. All points shown are in agreement with the limits arising from spin-dependent direct detection experiments.
Thus, also supersymmetric hidden sector models can give valid dark matter candidates which, in certain cases, have some similarities to the phenomenology that was obtained in the toy-model. Results for other parameter settings and plots of the scattering cross sections in the different scenarios compared to experimental limits are given in [9] .
The existence of a hidden sector with a dark force is well motivated from a top-down (string theory, SUSY) and a bottom-up (g − 2, DM) point of view. Because of the weak interactions with the SM, such scenarios are not much constrained, and we presented here new limits from past electron beam dump experiments on the hidden photon mass and kinetic mixing. If the hidden sector also contains DM, we showed that a toy-model with Dirac fermion DM gives the right relic abundance and spin-independent scattering cross sections able to explain claims in direct detection experiments. For a more sophisticated supersymmetric hidden sector with hidden gauge symmetry breaking induced by the visible sector, we find a Dirac fermion DM candidate with similar phenomenology. A Majorana fermion with mostly spin-dependent scattering can also be the DM candidate in this scenario or when the hidden gauge symmetry is broken radiatively. Our supersymmetric models with gravity mediation have therefore proven to provide viable DM candidates with interesting potential for direct detection experiments.
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